Abstract-All-electric ships (AES) are considered as an effective solution for reducing greenhouse gas emissions as they provide a better platform to use alternative clean energy sources such as fuel cells (FC) in place of fossil fuel. Even though FCs are promising alternative, their response is not fast enough to meet load transients that can occur in ships at sea. Therefore, high-density rechargeable battery storage systems are required to achieve stable operation under such transients. Generally, in such hybrid systems, dc/dc converters are used to interface the FC and battery into the dc link. This paper presents an intelligent FC power management strategy to improve FC performance at various operating points without employing dc/dc interfacing converters. A hybrid AES driveline model using genetic programming is utilized using Simulink and GeneXProTools4 to formulate operating FC voltage based on the load current, FC air, and fuel flow rates. Genetic algorithm is used to adjust air and fuel flow rates to keep the FC within the safe operating range at different power demands. The proposed method maintains FC performance as well as reduces fuel consumption, and, thereby, ensures the optimal power sharing between the FC and the lithium-ion battery in AES application.
cells have become the most promising renewable energy technology that meet power levels in AES, ranging from several hundreds of kilowatts to several MWs [6] , [7] . Nevertheless, the well-known slow dynamic response of FCs requires support from energy storage systems such as lithium-ion batteries to cope with the fast-changing dynamic loads [7] .
The key requirement identified for the successful amalgamation of FCs and batteries is the efficient and intelligent power management between the two systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . A predictive control based strategy is reported for power management in a tramway that uses FC, battery and super-capacitors hybrid system [15] . In this system, the main source is the battery and thus the power management is based on the battery State of Charge (SoC) constrains, especially in regenerative braking conditions and there is no control on the FC inputs. Wai et al. presented a fuzzy controller to adjust the hydrogen fuel consumption using Lyapunov stability theorem based on the load power [16] . The efficiency of a working hydrogen fuel cell is directly proportional to the single cell voltage within the fuel cell stack [17] . Therefore, drops in the FC voltage due to abrupt load power increase result in FC stack efficiency drops. FC voltage drops are not considered in the proposed methods; and thus, the optimized and efficient FC performance cannot be achieved. An adaptive load strategy management is reported in [18] that shifts operating points of the FC system according to SoC of the battery. The FC operating point is shifted by changing hydrogen fuel consumption based on FC output power. In comparison to the aforementioned power management strategies, FC is the primer energy source in [18] , and the lithium-ion battery supports transient load conditions as an auxiliary source.
In most of the reported literature, an interfacing DC/DC converter is used to connect the FC system to the main DC bus bar. Thus, the FC voltage may vary in a permissible range while supplying demanded load power to the system. Similarly, in general, batteries are also connected to the main DC-link through an interfacing DC/DC converter. Therefore, the DC-link voltage could be tightly regulated through this arrangement [19] , [20] . In some reported work, the battery is directly connected to the main DC bus bar. In such systems, the DC-link voltage varies according to the battery current and its SoC. The FC interfacing converter adjusts to the changes in the DC-link voltage while tracking the reference power [21] . In some other cases, the FC is directly connected to the DC-link while the battery is connected through a DC/DC converter [22] . Therefore, in conventional systems, at least one interfacing converter is required. This pa- per presents a novel control method for the FC-battery hybrid systems that does not use interfacing DC/DC converters. Therefore, the associated power losses, hardware integration, control complexities and cost are avoided in this method.
Various Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, including Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) method, are employed to correlate input and target parameters in various engineering applications. Jemeï et al. is reported an ANNs based method to predict the voltage of a FC electric vehicle based on five independent input parameters including stack current, temperature, hydrogen flow, oxygen flow and air humidity level [23] . Vural et al. is also reported an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) for prediction of FC voltage by using current density, temperature, anode humidification temperature, cathode humidification temperature and back pressure as five independent input parameters [24] . Although the presented methods such as ANNs results in higher accuracy and converge much faster than genetic programming, they could not be a suitable case for this study. The most important feature that make genetic programming the first choice in AI-based modeling practice is its ability to produce a simple mathematical equation. ANNs method could also deliver an equation that is more complex and complicated compared to the GP method. Some researchers may dispute that ANNs could be used in-situ since it is fast and more accurate; however dynamic control of the FC output power is not the scope of this study since FCs have very slow dynamic response.
The FC performance depends on variations of operating parameters such as anode and cathode humidification temperature, air (oxygen) and hydrogen fuel flow rate, temperature and active surface area; therefore a FC power management strategy should take these internal operating conditions into account [14] . The proposed FC power management system employs a novel approach to generate a multifunction equation, which correlates internal operating conditions of the FC to its output characteristics. Genetic programming is an artificial intelligent technique, which is able to satisfactorily correlate the required input and target parameters through mathematical equations. Therefore, in this paper, a multifunction equation is generated between the airflow rate, hydrogen fuel flow rate and the FC current as the independent input parameters and the FC output voltage as the target parameter by applying GP technique. The proposed method can adjust the input factors within the permissible range by using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique for a given output voltage and ensure the optimized FC performance without employing DC/DC interfacing converters.
II. ALL-ELECTRIC SHIP DRIVELINE MODEL
Physical testing of AESs and their experimental verifications are both expensive and extremely difficult [25] . Therefore, simulation models are used to facilitate the design, system analysis and optimization process in such systems [26] . Priceless research works are reported on the AES modeling [25] [26] [27] [28] ; however, these works are based on medium and low range power systems and FC is not considered as the main source of energy. Jaster et al. reported a hybrid electric propulsion model that use 150 kW auxiliary FC source that is connected to an AC bus bar.
Steady states, dynamic and quasi-static are general vehicle modeling techniques [29] ; that are also applicable to AES modeling. Steady-state models are concentrated on the steady-state response of the system, where transient conditions are considered in dynamic models. Quasi-static models are a combination of the steady state and transient models [29] that is more suitable for AES modeling.
This paper is focused on the FC AES modeling using a DC onboard power distribution system as shown in Fig. 1 . The AES model consists of a number of sub-systems and components; including propulsion electric motors, voltage source inverters, motor controllers, HV energy sources and associated control systems, renewable energy sources and associated control systems, propulsion blades, coupling mechanical shafts and the vessel's body dynamic model. Such systems can be simulated as a structural or functional model. Structural model is based on interconnecting individual sub-system models according to their physical structures, whereas a functional model is based on interconnecting mathematical equations of all sub-systems [29] . Structural models are popularly used in electric vehicles simulation packages such as ADVISOR, PSAT, Autonomie, AVL AST and VTB [30] . Structural models are also suitable for AESs modeling. However, computational time is the main limiting factor since power electronics inverter and converter models require small modeling step times compared to other sub-systems [26] . Apsley et al. proposed to use state-averaged models for the inverters, reduced-order models of the power converters and a hybrid model of the rectifiers to solve issues related to the wide range of modeling time constants [28] .
Simplified driveline model of an AES consisting of a 1 MW Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM), a PMSM control drive, a three phase Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), a 480 kW Fuel Cell stack and a 144 kWh lithium-ion battery pack is modeled in Simulink using the simscape library. PMSMs have been used extensively in various applications since 1970's. The PMSMs operation principle is similar to conventional DC motors that commutation is done electronically based on the permanent-magnet rotor position rather than by brushes [31] . PMSMs have high efficiency, fast dynamic response, high output power to size ratio, constant torque over a wide speed range, lower maintenance needs, noiseless operation and available in higher speed ranges compared to other motor types; however, their control drives are more complex and their cost is high [32] . Schematic diagram of the simplified AES driveline including the modeled PMSM control drive is shown in Fig. 2 .
The validated PMSM drive model presented in [33] is combined with space vector-based hysteresis current controller, proposed by Dey et al. [34] ; and used to model the AES driveline. The PMSM control drive includes a closed loop Proportional Integral (PI) speed controller that regulates the motor current through a space vector-based current controller to deliver the required torque to maintain the reference speed. The motor model is developed according to the real data of MJB0500MB8 PMSM from Marelli Generators [35] . Specifications of the modeled PMSM are given in Table V in Appendix A. FC stack is the main energy source in this model and is supported by a lithium-ion battery pack. Both energy sources are 
A. AES Driveline Performance
The simplified AES driveline simulation model is tested under constant speed for the ship torque load profile reported by Radan et al. [36] . Speed and torque characteristics of the PMSM are shown in Fig. 3 . The motor speed is constant at 1000 RPM and the load is dynamically changed up to 8500 N.m at t = 10 s and t = 20 s to reflect the sea condition. The maximum PMSM output power is around 889.667 kW.
DC bus voltage, DC bus current, battery current and FC current are shown in Fig. 4 . The DC bus current pattern also exactly follows the torque load profile. The maximum DC bus voltage drop (minimum DC bus voltage points) occurs exactly on the maximum demanded load torques at t = 10 s and t = 20 s; where the demand power is around 0.9 MW. The FC supplies relatively constant current, with around 60 A fluctuations, for the base load; compared to the lithium-ion battery pack current with around 490 A fluctuation. As can be seen, battery pack supplies current mainly during the transient load condition. Battery pack current is below 40 A at start up while the load demand is constant; and is negative (battery get charged) after t = 22 s since the battery SoC is dropped and the FC stack voltage is higher than the battery pack voltage.
Operating characteristics of the single FC stack are shown in Fig. 5 . In the simulation model, the stack operating tempera- ture is assumed constant 338 K and H 2 and O 2 utilization are considered 99.25% and 70.4%, respectively. As can be seen, the air and fuel flow rates dynamically changes to deliver the require power according to the load profile. The highest H 2 and O 2 are consumed at the peak demanded load torque. The FC stack efficiency also drops at the peak demanded load torques as same as the DC bus voltage.
Stability of the DC bus voltage is an important factor for power management in system with frequent changes of load such as in AESs. Although lithium-ion battery pack mostly supplies the required current in transient load condition; however, FC stack current also increases slightly according to the load demand. Increase of the power demand over the FC stack maximum power value results in decrease of the FC stack voltage and efficiency; as well as increase of the fuel and air consumptions. Therefore, stabilizing the FC voltage within the desired range is possible by optimized control of the H 2 and O 2 flow rates.
III. MODELING BY THE GENETIC PROGRAMMING
GP is among artificial intelligence methods which first developed by Koza, whereby computer programs are encoded as a set of genes [37] . Then an evolutionary algorithm is employed to modify (evolve) the genes in the form of an Evolutionary Tree (ET) structure. The chromosomes in the resulted genes (subETs) and may contain input parameters (in this paper, FC operation parameters), constants or mathematical functions. GP has been employed by a wide variety of engineering fields for modeling a target parameter which depends on various independent input parameters [14] , [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . FC is one of the interesting electrical devices which its performance strongly depends on several independent operational factors. In a previous study presented in [14] , voltage of the proton exchange membrane FC is predicted by GP as an index of its performance. Input parameters including current density, fuel cell temperature, anode humidification temperature, cathode humidification temperature, FC operating pressures, oxygen flow rate, air flow rate and active surface area of FC were used to model performance of three types FCs. More than 90% accuracy was achieved in the proposed models. Chakraborty [43] [44] [45] has proposed a time-series GP to predict the variation of FC stack voltage with changes in the fuel utilization factor. Accuracies of more than 99% have been reported for all the proposed models. Grag et al. [46] have employed GP to evaluate the effective functioning of the complex air-breathing micro direct methanol FC. Power density and open-circuit voltage were targeted for modeling based on three inputs parameters including methanol flow rate, methanol concentration and the cell temperature. They have found methanol concentration the most important parameter affecting power characteristics of the considered FC. Drach et al. [47] and Hershkovitz et al. [48] have utilized impedance spectroscopy genetic programming to model performance of solid oxide FC. This literature review shows the capabilities of GP for predicting the performance of several types of FC.
A. Data Collection
The GP model in this paper was used to correlate the DC bus voltage (V) as the target parameter to air flow rate (A), fuel flow rate (F) and FC current (I) as independent input parameters. In addition to discrete modeling where a set of data are trained by the model, GP can provide continuous modeling to correlate a graph to its multiple input parameters. The simulated V, A, F and I graphs were finely digitized and a total number of 149,930 datasets at time intervals of 0.0002 s were acquired. Table I illustrates the statistical values for all input and output parameters. The achieved dataset was then randomly divided to 104, 950, 22,490 and 22,490 sets and used for training, testing and validating of the GP model to use.
B. Genetic Programming Model
GeneXProTools 4 was used as the modeling platform to predict FC output voltage in terms of the air and fuel flow rates Table II . Among these parameters, number of chromosomes, head size, linking function and number of sub-ETs are the most important factors which can primarily determine the accuracy of the model. Maximum number of chromosomes in each sub-ET is chosen 30 in this mode. Head size is considered 10 and shows the maximum number of chromosomes in a row of a sub-ET. Linking function could be a basic function (+, −, ×, ÷) to link sub-ETs and in this paper, addition was selected. Unfortunately, there is not any standard method to determine the optimum value of these parameters. The most acceptable method is to consider one sub-ET with a random value for number of chromosomes and head size and train the model. These values are then increased to improve the accuracy of the model. For complicated models with a substantial number of dataset, it is impossible to attain a model with high accuracy using a single sub-ET. Therefore, other sub-ETs are added and a linking function is selected to give the final equation. Addition was found to be the best linking function among all available operators that resulted in a model which best represented the dataset.
C. Genetic Programming Results
The FC voltage equation is derived off-line by applying genetic programming using GeneXProTools 4 from the collected data of the system under predefined test conditions. The obtained equation for this study could be written as (1):
Off-line calculation of genetic programming take over a day depending on the accuracy required. However, optomisation of the derived equation by genetic algorithm is acquirable in a few milliseconds. The coefficient of determination R 2 , Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Relative Absolute Error (RAE) and Root Relative Square Error (RRSE) are used to evaluate the performance of the model [40] . The respective equations are as below,
where, t i is the target parameter, o i is the output parameter and n is the number of datasets. The values of R 2 , RMSE, RAE, MAE and RRSE for training, testing and validating of dataset are given in Table III . The maximum value of R 2 and the minimum value of errors are obtained through training the model; whereas these values in testing and validating phases are very close to the corresponding values of the training phase. This close correlation shows that the model is reproducible by new datasets in the range of parameters studied. Simulated and the predicted DC bus voltage are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, accurate DC voltage prediction is acquired using the proposed equation by GP model.
The absolute percentage error for the GP model is shown Fig. 7 . The absolute errors for all the voltage values is less than 0.025%; that shows the excellent correlation between the predicted and simulated DC bus voltage. The most deviation of the results through the modelling occurs at the start of the FC operation. Further, some deviations about only 0.05% are seen at t = 10 s and t = 20 s where the FC voltage is minimum due to the peak torque demand.
The histogram of the percentage of absolute errors between simulated and predicted DC bus voltage are shown in Fig. 8 . As can be seen, more than 80% of the data points have errors of less than 0.05%; that proves again the accuracy of the proposed DC voltage equation using GP model.
A parametric analysis is conducted to find out the variations of each parameter according to the derived equation. Parametric analysis illustrating the relationships of fuel flow rates on DC bus voltage at constant FC current values are shown in Fig. 9 .
The studied simulation model is a complex system where all inputs and target parameters including air flow rate, fuel flow rate, voltage and current change dynamically according to the load demand. In Fig. 9 the increase of the airflow rate as the . DC voltage drops should be read as a reaction to keep the FC in the safe operating region, but not as a decrease of the FC voltage due to the increase of the air flow. As mentioned above, in this direct connection scheme, for a given FC current condition the DC-link voltage varies in a certain range depending on the load current and battery current. For example, if the load current is high and the battery is discharging to supply the additional current dc-link voltage decreases. The opposite happens when the battery charges at low loading conditions. Therefore, Fig. 9 gives an indication of the required airflow rate for a given voltage, current and fuel flow rate. Moreover, Fig. 4 shows that as the dc-link voltage drops, both FC and battery currents increase to supply the demand load; however, battery pack injects more current during dynamic change of the load. The fuel cell current also increases slightly as the voltage drops, while (as shown in Fig. 5 ) both fuel and air flow rates of the FC are also increased. Therefore, the drop in the voltage should be considered as the effect of the combined system, but not as the effect of standalone FC stack. The parametric analysis also shows that hydrogen fuel consumption can be reduced by choosing a correct air flow rate to achieve the desired FC power. 
IV. PROPOSED POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
The proposed strategy is to maintain the efficient performance of the FC stack by keeping the FC voltage within the desired DC bus voltage range by optimizing air and fuel flow rates to the FC at different load currents. Genetic algorithm is a conventional optimization method which has been extensively used in numerous engineering applications. In this paper, GA is used to optimize the derived FC voltage equation according to the utilized boundaries for the air and fuel flow rates at various load currents. Equation (1) was maximized by setting the number of populations, crossover, and mutation to 20, 0.6 and 0.2; respectively. The maximum number of iterations for convergence is 1000. Sixteen different optimization runs namely were conducted by changing FC current values according to Table IV . The air flow rate for all runs are achieved 4384 lpm. However, different optimum fuel flow rate values are acquired as this parameter has negligible effect on voltage values of the considered FC. The GA analysis results is in good agreement parametric analysis results of the GP model.
The GA results shows that the desired FC voltage range (DC voltage between 1000 V to 1200 V) could be always attained by controlling air flow rate and fuel flow rate at different current of the considered FC. Therefore, by controlling these parameters is possible to ensures high efficient FC stack performance. The developed algorithm can determine the optimal available output current of the FC stack for the specific range of its voltage. The optimal available discharge current of the battery pack is also calculated based on the SoC and cell voltages through BMS. The central supervisory controller regulates the required instantaneous drivetrain torque based on the load demands and sailor inputs according to the available power on the DC bus bar calculated from the proposed FC power management system and BMS information. The proposed power management system does not control the DC-link voltage; instead, the FC air and fuel flow rates are changed according to DC-link voltage and the demanded load current to maintain efficient operation of the FC and avoid propagation of rapid power fluctuations into the stack. The proposed control approach results in having a stable DC bus bar voltage and subsequently run the FC stack and battery pack in optimal operating conditions and increase their efficiency and life span.
V. CONCLUSION
Zero emission all-electric ships using renewable energy sources are the future of the marine industry. Fuel cells are one of the cleanest energy sources that are under extensive investigation by researchers for future AESs application. Efficiency of the working FC is directly proportional to the cell voltages within the FC stack. Therefore, in an ideal scenario, keeping the FC voltage within a specific range at different operating points (load current) is the key factor to maintain high efficient performance of the FC. Genetic programing method is proposed to formulate the FC output voltage with respect to the load current, the FC air and hydrogen fuel flow rates; based on the collected data from a developed 1 MW AES driveline model. A novel FC power management strategy using genetic algorithm is proposed to ensure efficient FC stack performance by maintaining the FC voltage within the desired range at different operating conditions in a battery-FC hybrid systems with no interfacing DC/DC converters. The proposed method control the FC air and hydrogen fuel flow rates at different DC-link voltage and load currents by optimizing the developed GP based equation to avoid propagation of abrupt power fluctuations into the FC stack. The GP and GA model analysis also proves that the hydrogen fuel consumption can be effectively reduced at different FC operating points by using the proposed FC power management strategy. Fig. 10 . V-I curves of a single fuel cell stack at different fuel and air flow rates (a) fuel flow rate is varied from 1000 lpm to 1400 lpm while the air flow rate is fixed at 6500 lpm, (b) air flow rate is varied from 5000 lpm to 7000 lpm while the fuel flow rate is fixed at 1400 lpm.
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